Volume 13 presents the fashion plates of Peterson's Magazine from the years 1860 to 1865. Peterson's Magazine was one of the premiere lady's magazines during this era. Along with Godey's Lady's Book, Peterson's Magazine dominated the women's magazine market in the 19th century. The fashion plates -- though often copied from French periodicals -- were lovely, and the magazines themselves provide important original source material. This is complete copy of the first six issues of 1860, bound in brown half calf over rubbed marbled paper boards. Peterson's Magazine was the longest-running title of a 19th century American women's magazine. (There is a Wikipedia article about this serial.) Publication History. Peterson's Magazine was originally founded in 1842 as The Lady's World of Fashion. After subsequent name changes to The Lady's World, The Artist and Lady's World, and The Ladies' National Magazine, it became Peterson's Magazine in 1848. It was renamed New Peterson Magazine in 1892, and the Peterson Magazine in 1894. It ceased publication in 1898. Persistent Archives of Complete Issues. 1842-1852, 1854-1855, 1862-1863, 1865, 1869-1